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We report on the reversible electrical control of the magnetic properties of a single Mn atom in an
individual quantum dot. Our device permits us to prepare the dot in states with three different electric
charges, 0, �1e, and �1e which result in dramatically different spin properties, as revealed by photo-
luminescence. Whereas in the neutral configuration the quantum dot is paramagnetic, the electron-doped
dot spin states are spin rotationally invariant and the hole-doped dot spins states are quantized along the
growth direction.
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As the size of magneto-electronic devices scales down, it
becomes increasingly important to understand the proper-
ties of a single magnetic atom in a solid state environment
[1–5]. Atomic scale surface probes have been successfully
used in this regard [1–3]. More recently, optical probing of
both magnetic [4] and nonmagnetic [6] atoms in semi-
conductors has been demonstrated. Magnetically doped
semiconductors have been used in the fabrication of elec-
trically active devices that control the magnetic properties
like transition temperature and coercive field [7–9]. In
these devices a macroscopic number of magnetic atoms
was manipulated. Here we have fabricated an electrically
active device that controls the charge state of a CdTe
quantum dot (QD) doped with a single Mn atom. Our
single dot micro-photoluminescence measurements reveal
that the magnetic anisotropy and spin configuration of the
single Mn atom are very different depending on the charge
state of the dot, which can be 0, or �1e. Thereby, our
device is able to tune the magnetic properties of a single
Mn atom embedded in a QD and represents a first step in
the implementation of several proposals of electrical con-
trol of the magnetism in Mn-doped quantum dots [10–13].

In this work bias controlled single-carrier charging
[14,15] in combination with a photodepletion mechanism
[16] are used to control the charge state of individual QDs
doped with a single Mn atom. The photoluminescence (PL)
of neutral exciton X [1 electron (e) and 1 hole (h)],
negatively charged exciton X� (2e, 1h) and positively
charged exciton X� (1e, 2h) coupled with a single mag-
netic atom are observed in the same QD. The PL emission
pattern of the charged excitons differs strongly from that of
the neutral exciton. This difference reflects the fact that the
Mn spin is very sensitive to the number of electrons and
holes in both the excited and the ground states of the
optical transitions [11,12].

Micro-spectroscopy was used to study the magneto-
optical properties of self-assembled CdTe=ZnTe QDs
doped with single Mn atoms. A low density of Mn atoms
is introduced in the QD plane exploiting the Mn diffusion

through a ZnTe spacer layer grown on a ZnMnTe barrier
[4,17]. The low temperature (5 K) PL of single QDs is
excited with the 514.5 nm line of an argon laser or a tunable
dye laser and collected through aluminum shadow masks
with 0:2–1:0 �m apertures. The PL is then dispersed by a
2 m double monochromator and detected by a nitrogen-
cooled Si charged-coupled device camera.

CdTe=ZnTe QDs are p-type modulation doped by the
transfer of holes from the p-doped ZnTe substrate and from
surface states that act as acceptors [18,19]. The occupation
of the QDs by holes can be controlled by an external bias
voltage V on an aluminum Schottky gate with respect to a
back contact on the p-type substrate. The bias dependent
emission of a nonmagnetic QD and a Mn-doped QD is
presented in Fig. 1. For increasing V, the surface level

FIG. 1 (color online). Color-scale plot of the photolumines-
cence intensity of a nonmagnetic QD (a) and a single Mn-doped
QD (b) in a Schottky structure as a function of emission energy
and bias voltage. The series of emission lines can be assigned to
QD s-shell transitions, namely, the recombination of the neutral
exciton (X), biexciton (X2), positively charged exciton (X�), and
negatively charged exciton (X�).
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states are shifted below the ground hole level in the QDs
which results in the single hole charging of the dots. The
optically generated excitons then form charged excitons
with the bias induced extra hole in the QD. At zero bias or
negative bias, the Fermi level is above the ground state and
the QDs are likely to be neutral. However, the separate
capture of photo-created electron or holes can sometimes
charge the dots so that weak contributions of X� or X� are
observed in the zero bias spectra.

At zero bias, excess electrons can also be injected in the
QD using resonant optical excitation into the QD levels.
Under resonant excitation (energy below the band gap of
the barriers), optical transitions from delocalized valence
band states to the confined electron levels will preferen-
tially create electrons in the QD [20]: the probability of
finding an excess electron in the QD is increased. As
presented in Fig. 2(a), the negatively charged exciton
emission is then seen for some discrete excitation energies.
After the recombination of the charged exciton X�, a
single hole is likely to be captured to neutralize the QD
and create a neutral exciton. This neutralization process is
responsible of the simultaneous observation of charged and
neutral species under resonant excitation [Fig. 2(a)].

The charge state of the dot can also be optically tuned
[Fig. 2(b)]. By combining a weak nonresonant excitation
with the resonant one, a few carriers are created in the ZnTe
barrier. They do not significantly contribute to the lumi-
nescence [lower PL spectra in Fig. 2(b)] but reduce the PL
contribution of X� in favor of the neutral species. This

evolution is characteristic of a photodepletion mechanism
in modulation doped QDs [16]. High energy photoexcited
e-h pairs are dissociated in the space charge region sur-
rounding the negatively charged QDs and neutralize the
QDs.

These two charge control mechanisms (bias voltage and
resonant excitation combined with photodepletion) allow
us to independently probe the interaction between individ-
ual carriers (electron or hole) and an individual magnetic
atom. We consider first the negatively charged exciton.
Figure 3(a) presents a detail of the recombination spectrum
for X� coupled with a single Mn atom obtained at zero bias
under resonant excitation. Eleven emission lines are clearly
observed with intensity decreasing from the outer to the
inner part of the emission structure.

We propose a model that accounts quantitatively for the
emission spectrum shown in Fig. 3(a). The emitting state in
the X� transition has two conduction band (CB) electrons
and one hole coupled to the Mn. The effect of the two spin-
paired electrons on the Mn is strictly zero. Thereby, the
spin structure of the X� state is governed by the interaction
of the hole with the Mn. Based upon previous work [12,21–
24] we propose the following Hamiltonian:

 H h�Mn � Ih

�
Szjz �

�
2
�j�S� � j�S��

�
(1)

where ~S is the Mn spin operator and ~j acts on the hole
lowest energy doublet. The first term is the spin conserving
or Ising exchange whereas the second is only possible if
there is some heavy-light hole mixing [21,22]. From our
measurements we find that � is small and, in a first stage,
we neglect it. Later we will show its influence. The 12
eigenstates of H h�Mn with � � 0 are organized as six
doublets [Fig. 3(b)] with well-defined Sz and jz (Mn and
hole spin along the z axis). We label these states as jSz; jzi.
Recombination of one of the CB electrons with the hole
of the X� state leaves a final state with a single CB elec-

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Multichannel photoluminescence
excitation spectra of a single Mn-doped QD at zero gate voltage.
(b) Detail of the PL of a single Mn-doped QD under resonant
excitation (Eex � 2147 meV), nonresonant excitation (Eex �
2412 meV), and both resonant and nonresonant excitation.

σσσσ

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Detail of the unpolarized emission
spectrum of a negatively charged exciton (X�) coupled with a
Mn atom. (b) Scheme of the �� optical transitions of (X�, Mn)
and their respective PL intensity distribution (c).
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tron coupled to the Mn. The spin Hamiltonian of this
system is the ferromagnetic Heisenberg model, H e�Mn �

�Ie ~S � ~�e. The 12 eigenstates of the Mn-electron complex
are split into a ground state septuplet (total spin J � 3) and
a fivefold degenerate manifold with J � 2. We label them
all as jJ; Jzi.

Thereby, for each of the six doublets of X� there are two
possible final states after annihilation of an e-h pair, with
either J � 2 or J � 3. From this consideration alone, we
would expect 12 spectrally resolved lines. Their weight is
given by both optical and spin conservation rules. Since
electrons and holes reside in s and p bands, respectively,
the �L � 1 optical selection rule is immediately satisfied.
The polarization of the photon imposes an additional se-
lection rule on �M which is accounted for by the spin of
the electron and hole. The Mn spin is not affected by the
transition.

The weight of optical transitions between the initial state
jii � �"; #�e � jSz; jzi and the final state jfi � jJ; Jzi is
proportional to jhfj

P
�P��; jz�c�djz jiij

2 where c� annihi-
lates a CB electron with spin � and djz annihilates a VB
hole with angular momentum jz. Here P��; jz� is given by
the polarization selection rule.

Let us consider, for instance, �� recombination tran-
sitions where the (#e , *h ) e-h pair is annihilated. Each of
the six doublets, characterized by their Mn spin projection
Sz, can be an initial state. After the electron-hole annihi-
lation, the resulting state is jSz; "ei which, in general, is not
an eigenstate of H e;Mn. The intensity of the optical tran-
sition to a given final state jJ; Jzi is proportional to the
overlap hJ; JzjSz; "ei, which is nothing but a Clebsch-
Gordan coefficient. The highest energy transition, with��
polarization, would correspond to the initial state
�";#�e�j�5=2;*hi and a low energy final state jJ � 3; Jzi.
After the photon emission the state of the system is jSz �
�5=2; "ei which is identical to jJ � 3; JZ � �3i and
thereby gives the highest optical weight [Fig. 3(b)]. In
contrast, emission from that initial state to jJ � 2; Jzi is
forbidden. The other five doublets have optical weights
lying between 1=6 and 5=6 with both jJ � 2; Jzi and
jJ � 3; Jzi final states. Thereby, the number of spectrally
resolved lines in this model is 11.

The relative weight of the emission lines is accounted for
by the model. According to the final state, the transitions
belong to either the J � 2 or the J � 3 series. As the initial
Sz decreases, the overlap of j"e Szi to the J � 3 (J � 2)
states decreases (increases). As presented in Fig. 3(c), the
PL of X� can be seen as a superposition of two substruc-
tures: six lines with intensities increasing with their energy
position (transitions to J � 3 states) and five lines with
intensities decreasing with increasing their energy position
(transitions to J � 2 states).

Reversing the role of the initial and final states, and
neglecting the small coupling of two holes to the Mn
spin [25], this model should account for the emission
from X� states. Actually, different energy splittings are

observed for the different excitonic species in the same
QD, namely �EX � 1:23 meV, �EX� � 1:36 meV and
�EX� � 0:95 meV. The energy splitting is mostly due to
the Mn-hole exchange coupling, which in turn is inversely
proportional to the volume of the hole wave function. The
difference between �EX� and �EX� indicates that a sig-
nificant fraction of the confinement of the hole comes from
the Coulomb attraction of the 2 electrons in the initial state
of the X� emission. In contrast, in the final state of the X�

emission there is no electron to attract the hole, resulting in
a spread of the hole wave function and a smaller exchange
energy. This difference appears directly in the emission
structure shown in Fig. 2(b), where the peak structure of
X� is not well resolved.

In Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) we show the intensity of both X�

and X� emission as a function of the direction of a linear
analyzer. It is apparent that the central lines are linearly
polarized. This polarization can only be understood if we
allow for some spin-flip interaction between the Mn and

e-Mn

h-Mn

e-Mn

h-Mn

E h-Mn

No VBM With VBM

(a)

(c)
(d)

(b)

FIG. 4 (color online). Color-scale plot of the dependence of
the PL of (X�, Mn) (a) and (X�, Mn) (b) on the direction of a
linear analyzer, in the same QD. Three lines in the center of the
structure are linearly polarized. (c) and (d) calculated linearly
polarized PL spectra of (X�, Mn) and (X�, Mn) with exchange
integrals Ie and Ih chosen to reproduce the overall splitting for
X� and X� presented in (a) and (b). Transitions are arbitrarily
broadened by 10 �eV. The schemes in (c) and (d) show energy
levels involved in (X�, Mn) and (X�, Mn) recombination with
valence band mixing. The central inset presents the energy level
scheme of the h-Mn system without and with valence band
mixing (VBM).
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the hole [second term in Eq. (1)]. Provided that �	 1, the
effect of this interaction is small both on the wave function
and on the degeneracy of all the doublets except the third,
which is split, as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 4. The split
states are the bonding and antibonding combinations of
jSz � �1=2; *hi and jSz � �1=2; +hi. These states are
coupled, via linearly polarized photons, to the j2; 0i and
j3; 0i e-Mn complex, and four linearly polarized lines
should be observed on the emission spectra as shown in
the insets of Fig. 4(c) and 4(d). Polarization directions are
controlled by the distribution of strains through the Bir-
Pikus Hamiltonian [22,26].

Although small, the spin-flip interaction has an im-
portant consequence: the structure of the positively and
negatively charged exciton recombination are no longer
symmetric. In the case of X� (left panels of Fig. 4) the
h-Mn structure occurs in the initial state, whereas in the
case of X� (right panels of Fig. 4) it matters in the final
state. The linearly polarized transitions appear on the
(comparatively) low energy side of the structure for (X�,
Mn) and on the (comparatively) high energy side for
(X�, Mn). This characteristic structure gives an additional
way of identifying the different charged species. Yet
another interesting feature of these linearly polarized
transitions: both the initial and final states in the four
lines are entangled states of the form jSz � �1=2i �
j#if � jSz � �1=2i � j"if where f stands for either elec-
tron or hole.

We have obtained numerical values of Ih, Ie, and � for
the charged excitons comparing the transition probabilities
calculated with our model (1) [Fig. 4(c) and 4(d)] to the
experimental data. The electron-Mn exchange integral Ie is
deduced from magneto-optics measurements on the neutral
exciton [4]. Ih, the hole-Mn exchange integral, is then
chosen to reproduce the overall splitting of the two charged
species emission structure. There is a good agreement
between the experimental data and our model with Ie �
40 �eV, Ih�X� � 150 �eV, Ih�X

�� � 95 �eV, and
Ih�X

�� � 170 �eV. The different values of Ih directly
reflect the expected variation of the confinement of the
hole. The main characteristics of the emission spectra are
well reproduced, namely, the number of emission lines,
their intensity distribution, and the linear polarization
structure, with a slight valence band mixing coefficient
� � 0:05. This small value of the valence band mixing
coefficient shows that hole-Mn exchange interaction re-
mains highly anisotropic.

In summary, we have fabricated a device with electri-
cally tunable magnetic properties, in analogy with two
dimensional dilute magnetic semiconductor based electri-

cally active heterostructures [7–9], but scaling the number
of controlled magnetic atoms down to one and the size of
the active region down to a few nanometers. Our micro-PL
experiments permit us to identify three magnetically dif-
ferent ground states corresponding to three charge states
(�1e and 0) and to measure the exchange interaction of
both a single electron and a single hole with a single
magnetic atom. The final state of (X�, Mn) transition
(1h, 1Mn) is nondegenerate in the absence of external
magnetic field. This splitting of the different spin configu-
rations should efficiently increase the spin relaxation time
of both Mn and holes. This property could be exploited to
store digital information on a single atom.
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